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Abstract

The aim of this study was to investigate the neural correlates of operant conditioning in a

semi-intact preparation of the pond snail, Lymnaea stagnalis. Lymnaea learns, via operant

conditioning, to reduce its aerial respiratory behaviour in response to an aversive tactile stimulus

to its open pneumostome. This thesis demonstrates the successful conditioning of naive semi-

intact preparations to show learning in the dish. Furthermore, these conditioned preparations

show long-term memory that persists for at least 18 hours. As the neurons that generate this

behaviour have been previously identified I can, for the first time, monitor neural activity during

both learning and long-term memory consolidation in the same preparation. In particular, I

record from the respiratory neuron Right Pedal Dorsal 1 (RPeDl) which is part of the respiratory

central pattern generator. In this study, I demonstrate that preventing RPeDl impulse activity

between training sessions reduces the number of sessions needed to produce long-term memory

in the present semi-intact preparation.
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Introduction

"Semi-intact preparation" is a term that refers to an animal that has been dissected to

expose its nervous system in order to simultaneously monitor neural activity and behaviour.

Molluscan semi-intact preparations provide powerful model systems for elucidating the neural

correlates of learning and memory. Learning and memory are two distinct processes. Learning is

defined here as the process of acquiring a novel behaviour, while memory is the recall of the

learned behaviour at a later time. Animals can learn to change their behaviour through

conditioning. Molluscan semi-intact preparations have been used to investigate both non-

associative (e.g. habituation; Kupfermann et al., 1970) and associative (e.g. operant conditioning;

Cook and Carew, 1989;Tsitolovsky and Shvedov, 1997;Spencer et al., 2002) forms of

conditioning. However, the development of a long-lasting naive molluscan semi-intact

preparation capable of being operantly conditioned to show long-term memory (LTM; i.e.

memory that persists for 18 hours) in the dissection dish has not previously been reported. The

pond snail, Lymnaea stagnalis is a good candidate for a long lasting molluscan semi-intact

preparation.

Lymnaea performs aerial respiration via the opening of its primitive lung or

pneumostome at the air-water interface (Jones, 1961). Previous studies have shown that this

behaviour can be reduced through operant conditioning and that intact animals demonstrate both

learning and LTM (Lukowiak et al., 1996;1998;2000). Underlying the aerial respiratory

behaviour of this animal is a well-characterized neural network or central pattern generator

(CPG). The respiratory CFG is comprised of at least three neurons, Right Pedal Dorsal 1

(RPeDl), Input 3 intemeuron (IPS) and Visceral Dorsal 4 (VD4) (Syed et al., 1990). RPeDl

receives excitatory chemosensory input from the periphery (Inoue et al., 2(X)1). Its activity

initiates and co-ordinates IP3 and VD4 activity, which in turn control pneumostome opening and

closing, respectively (Syed et al., 1990;1991;Syed and Winlow, 1991;Syed et al., 1992). The
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activity of RPeDl has been shown to be reduced in operantly conditioned animals (Spencer et

al., 1999;2002). Also, the soma of RPeDl is thought to be necessary for the formation of LTM

following operant conditioning of the respiratory behaviour (Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha

et al., 2003c;2003e).

Previous studies have only indirectly investigated the neural correlates of operant

conditioning in Lymnaea using either intact animals or semi-intact preparations and isolated

brains dissected from animals previously trained for LTM. Therefore to directly study the neural

correlates of learning and LTM, the overall aim of this study was to develop a long-lasting

molluscan semi-intact preparation that could be operantly conditioned to show learning and LTM

in the dissection dish.





Background

Associative Learning Paradigms

An animal can be conditioned to exhibit non-associative and associative forms of

learning. Non-associative learning is thought to be the more rudimentary of the two forms of

learning. Two examples of non-associative forms of learning that have been extensively studied

are habituation and sensitization. Habituation is the process whereby an animal learns over time,

to suppress a reflexive response to the delivery of a novel and unharmful stimulus. Sensitization

occurs when an animal previously exposed to a noxious or harmful stimulus (i.e. electrical

shock), intensifies subsequent responses to a non-harmful stimulus.

Classical conditioning and operant conditioning are two paradigms for associative

learning. Classical conditioning is the process of learning an association between two unrelated

stimuli. Operant conditioning is a process whereby an animal learns to form an association

between a stimulus encountered in the environment and its behavioural response (Kandel et al.,

1995). Ivan Pavlov's famous studies on classical conditioning showed that a dog could be trained

to learn an association between the ringing of a bell (i.e. the conditioned stimulus) and the

presentation of meat salt (i.e. the unconditioned stimulus). Initially, only the presentation of the

meat salt (i.e. not the ringing of the bell) caused the dog to salivate, the unconditioned response.

After repeated pairing of the bell ringing and the meat salt, the dog eventually learned to form an

association between the two stimuli. The formation of the association becomes evident when the

ringing of the bell alone is sufficient enough to cause the dog to salivate. The unconditioned

response now becomes the conditioned response signifying that Pavlov's dog learned a new

predictive relationship between the two unrelated stimuli.

Operant conditioning on the other hand involves an animal learning an association

between its behaviour, the operant, and the subsequent contingent delivery of a reinforcing
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stimulus. A typical example of operant conditioning occurs when a young child puts his/her

finger on a hot stove (i.e. the operant) and quickly learns that a painful heat sensation will follow

(i.e. the reinforcing stimulus), which subsequently stops this behaviour. The first reported

example of operant conditioning comes from Edward Thomdike's 'puzzle-box'. In these

experiments, an animal (typically a cat) would learn to free itself from the inside of the 'puzzle-

box'. To free itself, the cat needed to activate a lever inside the box, which subsequently opened

a doorway out of the box. Once out of the box the animal would find a food reward (Mackintosh,

1983).

Both forms of conditioning are subject to Thomdike's (1933) 'Law of Effect' which

states that a behaviour is more likely to be repeated if it is followed by a pleasant reinforcing

stimulus. The timing of the reinforcing stimulus or the unconditioned stimulus is crucial in both

forms of associative learning. If the contingent delivery of the reinforcing stimulus during

operant conditioning is not presented immediately after the animal performs the defined

behaviour, the association will not be formed. Likewise, during classical conditioning the

conditioned stimulus (bell) and unconditioned stimulus (meat salt) must be presented in close

proximity to bring about a conditioned response from the animal.

Operant conditioning (unlike classical conditioning) is thought to be a reflective process,

since the animal learns to form an understanding between its behaviour and the consequence

thereof. In classical conditioning however, the association that develops between the two

unrelated stimuli is not a reflective process, but simply the result of conditioning an autonomic

response (e.g. salivating). Therefore, operant conditioning is thought to be a higher form of

learning than classical conditioning (Skinner, 1981;Mackintosh, 1983).
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Neural Correlates of Operant Conditioning

Advancements in understanding the neural correlates of learning and memory can be

largely attributed to the use of invertebrate model systems. Unlike the vertebrate central nervous

system (CNS), invertebrates have relatively simple neural networks of identified cells that

support defined behaviours (Kandel et al., 1995). Two predominant invertebrate model systems

for studying operant conditioning are Aplysia califomica and Drosophila melanogaster. The

head-waving response (Cook and Carew, 1986) and feeding behaviour (Brembs et al., 2002) in

Aplysia are two defined behaviours that have been investigated to understand the neural

correlates of operant conditioning. Head-waving in Aplysia is a characteristic sweeping, side to

side movement of the animal's head (Cook and Carew, 1986), while its feeding behaviour refers

to the ingestion and egestion movements of its mouth or feeding orifice (i.e. its buccal mass)

(Brembs et al., 2002). In Drosophila, the behaviour that can be operantly conditioned is the

animal's preferred position within a defined area (e.g. a box) (Putz and Heisenberg, 2002). These

behavioural model systems have been specifically used to investigate the neural correlates of

operant conditioning.

Cook and Carew (1989) were the first researchers to report that a molluscan semi-intact

preparation could be operantly conditioned in the dish while simultaneously recording from an

identified motor neuron. However, follow-up studies using this preparation have not been

reported in the literature since. The feeding behaviour of Aplysia has been more extensively

studied and has provided important insights into the neural correlates of LTM formation

following operant conditioning (Nargeot et al., 1997;Nargeot et al., 1 999a;Nargeot et al.,

1999b;Nargeot et al., 1999c). In the isolated CNS of animals previously conditioned for long-

term memory (LTM), there is recent evidence to indicate that changes in the biophysical

properties of an identified neuron of Aplysia's feeding neural network (Lukowiak and

Colebrook, 1988a;Nargeot et al., 1999b) underlie LTM storage (Brembs et al., 2002). The

specific changes in the biophysical properties of B5 1 that follow operant conditioning are an
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increased input resistance and decreased firing threshold for eliciting impulse activity (Brembs et

al., 2002). Similar changes in the biophysical properties of B5 1 have also been produced in vitro

using cellular analogs of operant conditioning (Nargeot et al., 1999a;Nargeot et al.,

1999b;Brembs et al., 2002).

In Drosophila, the neural correlates of learning and memory at the level of identified

neurons have not yet been reported. However, the strength of this model system lies in the ability

to generate large numbers of mutant flies and accurately screen them for their capacity to be

operantly conditioned. This in turn, allows the identification of possible target genes that may be

involved in operant conditioning (Zars et al., 2000;Brembs, 2003). Although the Drosophila

model system is a superior model system for genetic investigation and manipulation, it is not

possible to directly investigate the neural correlates of operant conditioning in identified neurons

of its CNS. This is because the individual neurons of the Drosophila CNS are too small and

homogeneous to be readily identifiable from one preparation to the next (Brembs, 2003). It

appears then that one model system alone is not likely to be sufficient to address how operant

conditioning leads to newly encoded memories in an animal. Therefore, to provide a

comprehensive answer to this complex problem the convergence and integration of insights

gained from the investigation of a wide range of model systems will be required (Carew, 2000).

Aerial Respiratory Behaviour of the Pond Snail, Lymnaea stagnalis

A relatively new emerging invertebrate model system for studying the neural correlates

of operant conditioning is the fresh water pond snail, Lymnaea stagnalis. Lymnaea stagnalis

provides an ideal system for elucidating the neural correlates (Lukowiak and Syed, 1999;Taylor

and Lukowiak, 2000) and cellular mechanisms (Sadamoto et al., 2004) of operant conditioning,

since its aerial respiratory behaviour and underlying neural network thereof are well established.

Lymnaea is a pulmonate mollusc because it has a primitive lung or pneumostome instead of a gill

system to exchange respiratory gases (Harris, 2003). Lymnaea is also considered a bi-modal
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breather since it can exchange respiratory gases (i.e. oxygen and carbon dioxide) either through

the cutaneous layer of its skin or aerially by opening and closing its pneumostome at the air

water interface (Fig. 1) (Jones, 1961). The rhythmic opening and closing of Lymnaea's

pneumostome at the water surface allows for the expiration and inspiration of respiratory gases,

respectively. The duration of a pneumostome opening at the water surface can last from seconds

to minutes, and the number of pneumostome openings can also vary before the animal descends

back into its aquatic environment (Jones, 1961;Syed et al., 1991;Lukowiak et al., 1996).

The aerial respiratory behaviour of Lymnaea has been extensively studied in its natural

aquatic environment and in the laboratory (Jones, 1961;Syed et al., 1991;Lukowiak et al., 1996).

In an elaborate set of experiments Jones (1961) demonstrated that as the level of dissolved

oxygen in the water was decreased or made hypoxic, Lymnaea increased both its cutaneous and

aerial respiratory behaviour to maintain an adequate amount of oxygen in its hemolymph.

Similarly, Syed et al. (1991) also found that when Lymnaea was kept in unaerated pond water,

the frequency of aerial respiration was significantly increased compared to controls maintained

in aerated pond water. However, even when conditions are favourable for cutaneous respiration

(i.e. well aerated pond water) Lymnaea will still use its pneumostome (although with less

frequency) for exchanging respiratory gases (Jones, 1961;Syed et al., 1991).

The Respiratory Central Pattern Generator of Lymnaea stagnalis

Underlying the aerial respiratory behaviour of Lymnaea is a well-defined neural network

that resides in its CNS (Syed et al., 1990) (Fig. 2). Neural networks that control rhythmic

behaviours (e.g. respiration) are referred to as central pattern generators (CPGs). Rhythmic

movements such as locomotion, swimming and feeding in invertebrates and vertebrates are all

controlled by CPGs (Arshavsky et al., 1997). The respiratory CFG of Lymnaea is comprised of

three monosynaptically connected intemeurons, Right Pedal Dorsal 1 (RPeDl; located on the

dorsal side of the right pedal ganglion). Input 3 intemeuron (EPS; located on the ventral side of
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parietal ganglion) and visceral dorsal 4 (VD4; located on the dorsal side of the visceral ganglion)

(Fig. 3a, b). The highly coordinated spatiotemporal patterned activity generated among these

three neurons is thought to be sufficient to account for the rhythmic opening and closing of the

pneumostome during aerial respiration (Syed et al., 1990;Syed et al., 1992) (Fig. 3c). The

synaptic connectivity of the respiratory CPG neurons with other neurons in the CNS of Lymnaea

(e.g. opener and closer motomeurons) has also been well characterized in isolated brain

preparations (Winlow and Benjamin, 1977;Winlow, 1979;Winlow and Haydon, 1981;Slade et

al., 1981;Magoski et al, 1995), cell-culture (Syed et al., 1990) and in semi-intact preparations

(Syed et al., 1991;Syed and Winlow, 1991).

The most studied and readily identifiable respiratory CPG neuron in Lymnaea is RPeDl.

RPeDl is 100-120 |xm in diameter, pale orange in colour, located adjacent to a white statocyst

and contains the neurotransmitter dopamine (Cottrell et al., 1979;Magoski et al., 1995;Magoski

and Bulloch, 1999). Inoue et al. (2001) demonstrated that RPeDl increases its impulse activity in

response to exposing the animal's pneumostome area to hypoxia. RPeDl is also the only

respiratory CPG neuron to respond to chemosensory input from the periphery. Histological

analyses of the processes emanating from RPeDl revealed that it has an axon terminating in the

blood vessels supplying the pneumostome (Syed and Winlow, 1991). The pneumostome is

thought to contain chemo-sensors that are sensitive to changes in dissolved oxygen, and this

sensory input is conveyed back through the parietal nerve root to Lymnaea 's CNS (Janse et al.,

1985;Inoue et al., 2001) (Fig. 2). RPeDl 's response to hypoxic chemosensory input from the

periphery is then thought to be relayed to the other CPG neurons to initiate aerial respiration

(Inoue etal., 2001).

The other two respiratory CPG neurons, IP3 and VD4 drive the pneumostome opener (I/J

cells) and closer (K cells) motomeurons, respectively (located on the dorsal surface of the

visceral ganglia of the CNS; Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Lymnaea stagnalis performing aerial respiration at the air-water interface.

This picture depicts an intact snail opening its primitive lung (pneumostome) at the air

water interface to exchange respiratory gases (ventral view).
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Figure 2. The isolated central nervous system of Lymnaea stagnalis.

This figure illustrates the location of respiratory central pattern generator neurons. Right

Pedal Dorsal 1 (RPeDl), and Visceral Dorsal 4 (VD4) in their respective ganglia. The location of

the opener and closer motomeurons collectively known as the H, I, J, K, cells are also visible.

The right parietal nerve root contains axons from both RPeDl and the opener/closer

motomeurons, which project out to the pneumostome area. The non-respiratory neuron (i.e. the

mirror cell of RPeDl) is, Left Pedal Dorsal 1 (LPeDl). (Dorsal view; scale bar = 200^m)
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Figure 3. The respiratory central pattern generator of Lymnaea stagnalis.

A. Schematic of Lymnaea's CNS, (dorsal view) showing the location of the respective

ganglia and respiratory CPG neurons. Right Pedal dorsal 1 (RPeDl) and Visceral Dorsal 4 (VD

4) are located on the dorsal side of their respective ganglia, while Input 3 (IPS) intemeuron is

located ventrally in the Right Parietal Ganglion (R. P. G.)- B. In the CNS of Lymnaea the

excitation of RPeDl simultaneously inhibits VD4 while exciting IP3 to cause pneumostome

opening (expiration). Excitation of IP3 in turn inhibits VIM and excites RPeDl. Once VD4

recovers from this inhibition it becomes excited causing the closure of the pneumostome

(inspiration), while simultaneously inhibiting both RPeDl and IP3. (excitatory connection ,
inhibitory connection '^). C. Sample recording of all three respiratory CPG neurons in cell

culture. Excitation of RPeDl initiates the respiratory rhythm of the CPG. The nomenclature of

the ganglia is as follows: Left Cerebral Ganglion (L. Ce. G.) and Right Cerebral Ganglion (R.

Ce. G.), Left Pedal Ganglion (L. Pe. G.) and Right Pedal Ganglion (R. Pe. G.), Left Pleural

Ganglion (L. PI. G.) and Right Pleural Ganglion (R. PI. G.), Left Parietal Ganglion (L. P. G.) and

Right Parietal Ganglion (R. P. G.), Visceral Ganglion (V.G.) (Syed et al., 1990)
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The opener and closer motomeurons make monosynaptic connections with the opener and closer

muscle fibres of the pneumostome, respectively (Syed et al., 1991). IP3 is the only respiratory

CPG neuron that is considered to be difficult to directly access for intracellular recording while

simultaneously monitoring activity from its follower cells. This is due to its location on the

ventral surface of the parietal ganglia, while the other respiratory CPG neurons and

motomeurons are located on the dorsal surface of the CNS (Syed and Winlow, 1991) (Fig. 3a).

Fortunately, the impulse activity of IPS is very distinctive and can be indirectly monitored (i.e.

using standard electrophysiological techniques) in the I/J opener neurons (Syed and Winlow,

1991;Spenceretal., 1999).

Evidence from re-constituting the respiratory CPG in cell culture (Syed et al., 1990) and

semi-intact preparation studies (Syed and Winlow, 1991), strongly indicate that dopamine

released from RPeDl initiates the respiratory rhythm. The activation of RPeDl impulse activity

leads to a bi-phasic response in IP3 (i.e. inhibition followed by excitation). The release of IP3

from inhibition in turn excites RPeDl and the opener motomeurons, while inhibiting VD4.

Pneumostome closing is initiated when VD4 is released from the inhibition it receives from

RPeDl and IP3. Excitation of VD4 simultaneously inhibits RPeDl and IP3, while exciting the

closer motomeurons (Syed and Winlow, 1991) (Fig. 3a, b).

Lymnaea's Aerial Respiratory Behaviour can be Operantly Conditioned

Lymnaea can be operantly conditioned to reduce its aerial respiratory behaviour at the

water surface and demonstrates short-term memory (STM), intermediate memory (ITM), and

long-term memory (LTM) (Lukowiak et al., 1996;Lukowiak et al., 1998;Lukowiak et al., 2000).

The differences between STM, ITM and LTM are defined behaviourally as well as by their

different cellular mechanisms. Behaviourally, STM lasts for only seconds to minutes, ITM lasts

from 2 to 3 hrs and LTM persists for greater than 18 hrs. The cellular mechanisms underlying

STM are local covalent modifications of existing proteins, while ITM is thought to involve the
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translation of pre-existing mRNAs. Long-term memory however, is dependent on gene

transcription and the synthesis of new proteins (for review of the cellular mechanisms of memory

see Kandel et al., 1995;Roberts and Glanzman, 2003). The ability to distinguish between STM,

UM and LTM at the cellular level can largely be attributed to studies that have investigated non-

associative and associative learning (i.e. classical conditioning) paradigms in the sea slug,

Aplysia califomica (for a review see Kandel, 2001).

The training paradigm used to operantly condition Lymnaea's aerial respiratory

behaviour involves the delivery of an aversive tactile stimulus to the open pneumostome at the

water surface. The delivery of the aversive tactile stimulus causes the immediate closure of the

pneumostome. Neither the delivery of the tactile stimulus to the open pneumostome, nor

preventing the animal from performing aerial respiration compromises the animal's health

(Lukowiak et al., 1996). This is because the amount of force necessary to cause the

pneumostome closure is non-damaging to the muscle tissue of the pneumostome. In addition,

cutaneous respiration is sufficient to maintain the animal's oxygen levels, even in the absence of

aerial respiration (Jones, 1961;Syed et al., 1991;Lukowiak et al., 1996;Sangha et al., 2003a).

Lukowiak et al. (1996) demonstrated for the first time that the aerial respiratory

behaviour of Lymnaea could be operantly conditioned. Learning and memory in operantly

conditioned snails is quantified by recording the number of attempted pneumostome openings in

each training session. The two controls used in operant conditioning studies of Lymnaea are the

naive and yoked control groups. Both control groups are allowed to freely perform aerial

respiration during the training sessions. The naive group receives no tactile stimulation, while the

yoked control group receives a non-contingent aversive tactile stimulus to its pneumostome area

whether it is open or closed. The time points for delivering the aversive tactile stimulus to snails

in the yoked control group correspond to its operantly conditioned mate (i.e. the one it had been

yoked with) (Lukowiak et al., 1996). The purpose of the yoked control group is to account for

possible non-specific effects that could be associated with the non-contingent delivery of the
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aversive stimulus to the pneumostome area (Lukowiak et al., 1996). Yoked controls are often

employed to account for non-specific effects associated with different forms of operant

conditioning training paradigms (Mackintosh, 1983;Cook and Carew, 1986;Brembs et al., 2002).

The performance of the yoked and naive control groups across the training sessions can be

assessed by their number of pneumostome openings and/or total breathing time (Lukowiak et al.,

1996;Spencer et al., 2002).

Neural Correlates of Operant Conditioning in Lymnaea stagnalis

The neural correlates of LTM in Lymnaea have been investigated in isolated brain

preparations (Spencer et al., 1999) and semi-intact preparations of animals that have been

previously trained for LTM (Spencer et al., 2002). Both studies found that significant changes in

the impulse activity of RPeDl had occurred in snails previously conditioned for LTM. Spencer

et al. (1999) demonstrated in the isolated CNS, that RPeDl was more likely to be quiescent in

trained animals than yoked controls. Characteristic IPS intemeuron activity leading to

pneumostome opening was also absent in RPeDl and in the opener motomeuron (i.e. the I/J

cells). The ability to induce IP3 activity in the I/J cells by depolarizing RPeDl was also reduced.

These results suggested that a change in the synaptic properties of RPeDl and the opener

motomeurons had occurred, which reflected the reduction in pneumostome openings in animals

that had been operantly conditioned (Spencer et al., 1999;Lukowiak and Syed, 1999). Semi-

intact preparations dissected from animals that had been previously conditioned also showed a

significant reduction in spontaneous RPeDl impulse activity, but this was only evident after the

delivery of the reinforcing stimulus to the open pneuomstome of the preparation (Spencer et al.,

2002). The findings of Spencer et al. (1999;2002) indicate that changes in the impulse activity of

RPeDl may underlie LTM formation in Lymnaea, following operant conditioning.
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The Role of RPeDl in Long-Term Memory Formation

In addition to changes in RPeDl activity, it has also been shown that the synthesis of new

proteins is necessary for the formation of LTM in Lymnaea (Sangha et al., 2003b;Sangha et al.,

2003d). More specifically, the synthesis of new proteins from the soma of RPeDl has been

demonstrated necessary for LTM formation (Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha et al., 2003e).

Scheibenstock et al. (2002) demonstrated that they could ablate the soma of RPeDl in the intact

snail without affecting its primary neurite. Molluscan neurites are robust enough to last for

weeks in the absence of the soma. In the molluscan CNS, the primary neurite (i.e. the axon) of a

neuron is also where the majority of synaptic connections with target cells occur. For example,

the primary neurite of RPeDl was shown to be functionally intact for up to 4 weeks without its

soma (Scheibenstock et al., 2002). Intact animals that had RPeDl ablated before being

conditioned demonstrated ITM, but not LTM 18 hrs later. This suggested that the primary neurite

of RPeDl could support protein translation necessary for ITM, but the transcription of new

proteins from the soma was required for LTM (Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha et al., 2003e).

Long-term memory in Lymnaea also persists if the soma of RPeDl is removed 1 hr after

the final training session (Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha et al., 2003e). Sangha et al., (2003b)

also found that if they waited 1 hr after the final training session to expose operantly conditioned

snails to cold to perturb de novo protein synthesis, LTM was extended instead of being disrupted.

If the conditioned snail was placed in cold immediately after the final training session, LTM

formation was disrupted. The immediate synthesis of new mRNA transcripts from the soma of

RPeDl before its ablation has also been shown to be necessary for the reconsolidation (i.e. the

reforming of a learned behaviour; Sangha et al., 2003c) and extinction (i.e. the abolishment of a

learned behaviour; Sangha et al., 2003e) of LTM in operantly conditioned snails.
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Consolidation Period

The common theme that appears to be emerging from the recent literature on operant

conditioning of the aerial respiratory behaviour in Lymnaea is the importance of a 1 hr memory

consolidation period between training sessions (Lukowiak et al., 2000;Sangha et al., 2003e). The

Ihr memory consolidation period following the final training session appears to be especially

important for the synthesis of new and existing proteins to support LTM formation

(Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha et al., 2003b;Sangha et al., 2003c;Sangha et al.,

2003d;Sangha et al., 2003e). Gene activation during the memory consolidation period

immediately after the final training session has also been demonstrated to be necessary for LTM

formation following classical condifioning of the proboscis extension reflex of the honey-bee

(Muller, 2000) and the appetitive feeding behaviour of Lymnaea (Kemenes et al., 2002). In the

CNS of Lymnaea, changes in impulse activity and gene activation in the respiratory CPG neuron

RPeDl are thought to be vitally important in the formation of LTM in operantly conditioned

snails (Lukowiak et al., 2003).

The Importance of a Long-Lasting Molluscan Semi-Intact Preparation

Soma-ablation studies in Lymnaea have provided a unique in vivo method for

determining the role of an identified CPG neuron (i.e. RPeDl) in associative learning and LTM

consolidation. However, this approach is not without its limitations. Some of these limitations

are as follows. First, the animal needs at least 2 days to recover from the surgery (Scheibenstock

et al., 2002) making it impossible to ablate the soma between training sessions separated by only

1 hr. Second, not all of the CPG neurons (e.g. VD4) are amenable to soma ablation since the loss

of their somata would cause the retraction of the primary neurites (Syed et al., 1992). Third,

determining the effects that the RPeDl soma-less neurite has on its follower cells before, during

and after its ablation cannot be directly addressed in the intact animal. Therefore, in order for the
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continued advancement of the understanding of the neural correlates of associative learning and

LTM consolidation in Lymnaea, another model system in the form of a long-lasting semi-intact

preparation is needed.

The operant conditioning of a molluscan semi-intact preparation in the dish to

demonstrate LTM has not yet been reported in the literature. This is quite surprising when one

considers that semi-intact preparations have been used for over 35 years to investigate the neural

correlates of learning and short to intermediate forms of memory consolidation (Horridge,

1962;Kupfermann et al., 1970;Pinsker et al., 1973;Colebrook and Lukowiak, 1988;Cook and

Carew, 1989;Tsitolovsky and Shvedov, 1997;Spencer et al., 2002;Antonov et al., 2003).

However, the predominant approach to understanding the neural correlates of associative

learning and LTM formation in the CNS of molluscs has been to examine them either in isolated

brain preparations (Carew TJ, 1973;Nargeot et al., 1997;Kemenes et al., 1997;Spencer et al.,

1999;Nargeot et al., 1 999a;Nargeot et al., 1999b;Nargeot et al., 1999c;Lechner et al.,

2000;Brembs et al., 2002) or in cell-culture (Glanzman, 1994;Glanzman, 1995;Kandel,

2001;Roberts and Glanzman, 2003). The disadvantage of studying the neural correlates of

learning and memory in these systems is that they lack sensory input from the periphery that can

directly influence synaptic activity. For example, the peripheral input absent in isolated brain

preparations, but present in semi-intact preparations has been demonstrated to have a significant

repressive effect on the firing rate of RPeDl impulse activity in Lymnaea (Inoue et al.,

2001;Spencer et al., 2002). That is, in isolated brain preparations the firing rate of RPeDl impulse

activity is greater than that observed in semi-preparations (Syed and Winlow, 1991;Spencer et

al., 1999;Inoue et al., 2001;Spencer et al., 2002). Therefore, semi-intact preparations are more

likely to accurately reflect the interaction between the behavioural state of an animal and the

possible neural correlates thereof Semi-intact preparations have also been tremendously

invaluable for pointing to other sites and mechanisms of plasticity underlying associative

leaming in molluscs that were previously not thought to exist (Colebrook and Lukowiak,
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1988;Lukowiak and Colebrook, 1988c;Antonov et al., 2001;Roberts and Glanzman,

2(X)3;Antonov et al., 2003).

Thesis Objectives

Overall Objective

The long-term goal of this work was to develop a long-lasting semi-intact preparation

that could be operantly conditioned in the dish to demonstrate learning and long-term memory.

Specific Objectives

To achieve the long-term goal, the three immediate objectives were:

1

.

To develop a long-lasting semi-intact preparation of Lymnaea stagnalis

2. To demonstrate that this robust preparation could be operantly conditioned to show

learning and LTM consolidation in the dish, 18 hrs after the final training session

3. To record from and/or manipulate the impulse activity of RPeDl during the learning

and memory consolidation process.
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Material and Methods

Specimens

Laboratory bred specimens of Lymnaea stagnalis were kept in well-aerated pond water

prior prior to experiments. Some animals were received as a gift from the University of Calgary

and the Free University of Amsterdam. Their diet consisted of romaine lettuce and Spirulina

(Tetraphyll) fish food. The shell size of all snails used in these experiments ranged from 25 to

30mm in length (i.e. 3-6 months old).

Operant Conditioning of Intact Snails

Intact snails were trained using procedures previously described (Lukowiak et al.,

20{)0;Sangha et al., 2003a). Before each training session a IL beaker was filled with 750ml of

pond water. 100 % nitrogen gas was bubbled through for 10 minutes to make the pond water

hypoxic. This was done to increase Lymnaea's frequency of aerial respiration at the air-water

interface (Syed et al., 1991;Lukowiak et al., 1996). The snails were placed in the hypoxic pond

water for 10 minutes prior to commencing each training session to acclimatize them to the

hypoxic conditions. Snails were given four 30-minute training sessions separated by a 1 hr

interval. The memory test was performed 18 hrs after the final training session.

Snails were randomly placed into one of three test groups (i.e. the conditioned, yoked

control or naive control). During the training sessions and memory test, snails in the conditioned

group received a mild aversive tacfile stimulus that was contingent on the animal opening its

pneumostome at the air-water interface while performing aerial respiration (Fig. 1). This resulted

in the closure of the pneumostome. The tactile stimulus was applied using a blunt plastic probe.

Snails in the yoked control group (i.e. a snail randomly paired with a conditioned animal) also

received the same aversive tactile sfimulus, whether its pneumostome was open or closed. The

naive controls did not receive any tactile stimuli to their open pneumostomes while performing
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aerial respiration under the same hypoxic conditions. After each training session, snails in all test

groups (i.e. conditioned, yoked controls and naive controls) were placed in a well-aerated

holding tank that contained a physical barrier that prevented them from surfacing to perform

aerial respiration between training sessions. The snails were kept in this holding tank after the

final training session, unable to perform aerial respiration until the memory test 1 8 hrs later. This

was done in anticipation of the conditions to be experienced by semi-intact preparations, when

they would be totally submersed in saline between training sessions and until the memory test

the following day.

Dissection of Semi-Intact Preparations

Previous semi-intact preparations of Lymnaea used in learning and memory studies have

been viable for only 2-3 hours (Spencer et al., 2002), thus negating the possibility of operantly

conditioning a naive semi-intact preparation to form LTM. A possible reason for the short-lived

viability of such semi-intact preparations may be their very reduced nature (i.e. much of the

animal's body wall and foot around the CNS was removed). Syed et al. (1991) previously used a

more intact preparation of Lymnaea to gain access to the animal's CNS to characterize the neural

correlates of aerial respiration. The longevity of this preparation for use in operant conditioning

studies in Lymnaea has not yet been reported.

A similar approach to that of Syed et al. (1991) was used to dissect the semi-intact

preparations studied in this thesis. To minimize any discomfort incurred from the dissection, all

snails were first anaesthetized in a Lymnaea saline solution [51.3mM NaCl; l.VmM KCl; 4.1mM

CaCb • 2 H2O; 1.5mM MgCb* 6 H2O; 5mM HEPES buffer; pH to 7.90 with NaOH] (Winlow

and Haydon, 1981) containing 30% Listerine, for three minutes. Following this, the outer shell of

the snail (Fig. 4a) was removed and its body was pinned in a sylgard dish filled with saline (Fig.

4b).
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Figure 4. Illustration of a semi-intact dissection.

Panels A-E illustrate the dissection process of a snail into a semi-intact preparation. A.

An intact snail before being de-shelled, lying dorsal side-up in a dissection dish lined with rubber

sylgard. B. Following the removal of the snail's shell its mantle, head and tail were pinned into

place. A medial incision was then made from the base of mantle to the snail's head to expose the

inner cavity (as denoted by the, "->" in B). C. Reproductive organs (i.e. the penis and ovary sac),

esophagus, and buccal mass were then exposed prior to being removed. D. The snail's ovary sac

and penis are removed, but not the esophagus and buccal mass. E. The esophagus has been

removed and the semi-intact preparation's central nervous system (CNS) is pinned out onto a

piece of rubber sylgard. (Panels A - C scale bar = 4 mm; panels D and E scale bar = 2 mm)
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A medial incision was made from the base of the snail's mantle to its head (Fig. 4b), to expose

the inner cavity (Fig. 4c) containing the CNS (Fig. 4e). The reproductive organs and esophagus

(Fig. 4c) were then removed (Fig. 4d). Medial cuts were made beneath the central ring ganglia to

make it possible to place a small piece of sylgard underneath the pedal ganglia. The commissure

linking the left and right pedal ganglia was severed and pinned down onto the sylgard supporting

the ventral surface of the pedal ganglia (Fig. 4e). This procedure fully exposed the entire dorsal

surface of the central ring ganglia. In all preparations, the outer sheath covering either the left or

right pedal ganglion was removed using fine forceps to allow for visualization of the somata and

to permit intracellular recording. Finally, the pneumostome was raised slightly using a piece of

sylgard that was strategically placed underneath a portion of the snail's mantle. Each preparation

was given at least 30 minutes to recover from surgery prior to the first training session, at which

time each preparation's ability to open its pneumostome was assessed (Fig. 5a-f).

Operant Conditioning of Naive Semi-Intact Preparations

Prior to surgery, each naive animal was randomly assigned to one of four behavioural test

groups: operantly conditioned, yoked control, naive control, or the hypoxic control group.

Conditioned preparations were trained with a paradigm similar to that used to train intact snails.

The training regime for the semi-intact preparations was reduced from 30 to 20 minutes in

duration in order to prevent the body parts exposed above the air-water interface from

excessively drying out while the saline level was down. Before commencing each training

session, the saline bathing the preparation was made hypoxic by gently bubbling through a 90%

nitrogen and 10% oxygen gas mixture for 10 minutes. The preparation was kept hypoxic

throughout the training sessions by continuing to gently disperse the 90% nitrogen and 10%

oxygen gas mixture over the surface of the saline (Spencer et al., 2002).
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To start each training session the saline level was lowered to expose the pneumostome to

the air-water interface (Fig. 5a). For the operantly conditioned group, the delivery of the aversive

tactile stimulus was always contingent on the opening (Fig. 5c, d) of the preparation's

pneumostome. The tactile stimulus was applied in the same manner and with the same plastic

probe used to train intact snails. The aversive tactile stimulus was not delivered if the

pneumostome moved but did not open (Fig. 5b, e, f). The time points for delivering the tactile

stimulus to each yoked preparation's pneumostome area corresponded to that of the conditioned

preparation with which it was paired. Naive preparations did not receive any stimulation. That is,

they were allowed to freely perform aerial respiration through each training session and memory

test. At the end of each training session, fresh saline was added to the dish to completely re-

immerse the preparation's pneumostome and mantle. This was done to prevent the preparation

from drying out between sessions. The conditioned, yoked and naive test groups were given four

20-minute training sessions separated by a 1 hr interval. This was then followed by the memory

test 18 hrs after the final training session. During this memory test, the aversive stimulus was

applied in the same manner as in the training sessions. In a sub-set of experiments a separate

group of conditioned and yoked preparations was given only two 20-minute training sessions,

separated by a 1 hr interval and followed by a memory test 18 hrs later.

Hypoxic Stress Challenge of Naive Semi-Intact Preparations

To test whether cutaneous gas exchange was sufficient to maintain the viability of the

semi-intact preparation over the test period, I incorporated a hypoxic control group. I tested the

ability of preparations placed in the hypoxic control group to perform aerial respiration before

and 18 hrs after the five hypoxic stress sessions. Hypoxic conditions were kept the same as for

the operantly conditioned group, except that the saline level was lowered only enough to expose

the mantle for cutaneous gas exchange. It was not lowered enough to expose the pneumostome

for aerial respiration and, thus, the preparations were prevented from performing the aerial
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respiratory behaviour for all five sessions. Throughout the five 20-minute hypoxic stress

sessions, the 90% nitrogen and 10% oxygen gas mixture was blown over the surface of the

saline. At the end of each 20-minute hypoxic stress session the saline was then replaced with

fresh saline. A 1 hr time interval separated the four hypoxic stress sessions. The following day,

18 hrs after the fourth hypoxic stress session, the fifth 20-minute hypoxic stress session was

administered. After the fifth (i.e. the final) hypoxic stress session, the preparation's ability to

perform aerial respiration during a 20-minute post observation session was assessed. The results

of the post observation session were then compared to the 20-minute pre-observation session.

Operant Conditioning of Semi-Intact Preparations Receiving Current Injection

In these experiments conditioned, yoked and naive semi-intact preparations received

hyperpolarizing current injection into RPeDl to prevent its impulse activity for up to 20 minutes

inmiediately following the completion of training session 1. A separate sub-set of operantly

conditioned preparations had Left Pedal Dorsal 1 (LPeDl) hyperpolarized (i.e. instead of

RPeDl) to prevent its impulse activity for up to 20 minutes immediately following the

completion of training session 1 . The second training session for all test groups commenced 40

minutes after receiving the hyperpolarizing current injection. All memory tests were completed

18 hrs after the completion of training session 2. In a separate sub-set of experiments, RPeDl

was depolarized to increase its impulse activity for up to 20 minutes immediately following the

completion of training session 1 in conditioned and naive semi-intact preparations.

Sham Control Semi-Intact Preparations

Impulse activity of RPeDl was recorded for up to 20 minutes immediately following the

completion of training session 1 in a separate group of preparations randomly assigned to either

the conditioned or naive treatment group. The second training commenced 1 hr after the
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completion of session 1. The memory test was completed 18 hrs after the completion of training

session 2.

Electrophysiology

Intracellular recordings from the CPG neuron, RPeDl, or the control neuron LPeDl,

were performed using standard electrophysiological techniques. Glass microelectrodes

(resistance of 20-40 MQ) were backfilled with 3M KCl and positioned using a Leitz ACSOl

micromanipulator (Charolette, VT). Cell penetration was aided by applying non-specific solid

protease (Sigma Chemicals, sigmatype XIV) for 3 minutes over the surface of the pedal ganglia

(in order to soften the inner sheath). Rinsing the entire volume of the holding chamber three

times with distilled water before refilling with fresh saline terminated the protease treatment.

Electrophysiological signals were obtained using an intracellular electrometer (Warner

Instruments, IE-210, Harden, CT) connected to a Power Lab digital acquisition system,

(modeMSP; AD Instruments, Charolotte, NC) and Chart software program (version 4.1). The

impulse activity of RPeDl or LPeDl was prevented by using the DC current source of the

electrometer to pass hyperpolarizing current (0.4 to 1 .4nA) through the microelectrode impaled

into either soma. The DC power source of the electrometer was also used to steadily pass

depolarizing current (0.4nA) through the microelectrode to increase the frequency (Hz) of

RPeDl' s impulse activity.

Data Collection and Statistical Analyses

The average number of pneumostome openings and/or total breathing time was

calculated across all training sessions and LTM tests. Since the same intact snail or semi-intact

preparation was tested in several training sessions, all analyses (unless otherwise stated) were

done using a Two-Way Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance (Two-way RM ANOVA) with

training session/memory test as the repeated factor and treatment group as the second factor. All
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post-hoc analyses were carried out using a corrected Bonferroni r-test for planned paired

comparisons. Results were considered significantly different if a /? value of less than 0.05 was

achieved. All data analyses were carried out using GraphPad Prism (version 3.0, GraphPad

Software Inc., San Diego, California). In all figures, the error bars represent the standard error of

the mean.
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Results

The overall aim of this study was to demonstrate that a semi-intact preparation could be

operantly conditioned to demonstrate learning and LTM in the dish. Therefore it was essential to

design an effective training regime to condition the long-lasting semi-intact preparation within

the time constraints of its viability (i.e. up to 30 hrs). With this in mind, I first determined a

training regime that would be suitable for conditioning naive intact snails for LTM (within the

time limit of 30 hrs) before applying it to the present semi-intact preparation.

Learning and Long-Term Memory in Intact Snails

Lukowiak et al. (20(X)) previously demonstrated that just three 30-minute training

sessions separated 1 hr apart were sufficient to show learning and LTM consolidation (18 hrs) in

intact snails. The training regime implemented here consisted of four 30-minute training sessions

followed by an 18 hr memory test the next day. Learning was operationally defined as a

significant reduction in the number of pneumostome openings between training sessions 1 and 4.

If learning occurred, LTM consolidation was defined as a significant reduction in pneumostome

openings between session 1 and the memory test 18 hrs later, while the number of openings

between session 4 and the memory test remain unchanged.

The results of the intact animal studies revealed that only the conditioned group (n = 29)

significantly reduced the number of times they opened their pneumostomes to demonstrate

learning (t = 3.677, P<0.001) and LTM (t = 3.633, p<0.001) in the memory test. Neither the

yoked nor the naive controls reduced their number of pneumostome openings during the training

sessions or memory test (Fig. 6). Thus, four 30-minute training sessions were sufficient for intact

snails to show learning and LTM 18 hrs later.
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Figure 6. Operantly conditioned intact snails demonstrated learning and long-term memory.

The conditioned group showed a significant reduction in pneumostome openings to

demonstrate learning and LTM, whereas the respiratory behaviour of the yoked and naive

controls remained unchanged [interaction F (8,316) = 4.173, p<0.0001]. Specific differences in

the conditioned group were revealed by comparing session 1 and 4 (learning; t = 3.677,

p<0.(X)l), and session 1 and the 18 hr memory test (LTM; t = 3.633, p<0.001).

^ Conditioned (n = 29)^ Yoked (n = 29) 1=1 Naive (n = 24) (*** p< 0.(X)1)
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Learning and Long-Term Memory in Semi-Intact Preparations

To determine whether semi-intact preparations dissected from naive intact snails could

also be operantly conditioned to show learning and LTM consolidation in the dish, a similar 1-

day training regime (shown to be successful for training intact animals) was implemented. The

training sessions and memory test were reduced from 30-minutes to 20-minutes. This was done

to prevent body parts (i.e. pneumostome and mantle) of the semi-intact preparation exposed at

the air-water interface from drying out during the training sessions and memory test. Semi-intact

preparations were subjected to the same operational definition for learning and LTM

consolidation as that used for evaluating the intact snail data.

Following the four training sessions, only the conditioned preparations (n = 10)

demonstrated learning (t = 3.481, p<0.01) and LTM in the memory test 18 hrs later {t = 3.439,

p<0.01) (Fig. 7). The yoked (n = 10) and the naive (n = 10) preparations showed no decrease in

pneumostome openings over the four training sessions and LTM test (Fig. 7). As well as

monitoring the number of pneumostome openings in the yoked and naive preparations, the total

breathing time during each training session was also assessed to further determine whether any

changes occurred. It was not possible to measure the total duration of breath in conditioned

preparations because each time they opened the pneumostome the delivery of the aversive

reinforcing stimulus caused it to close. Neither the yoked nor naive semi-intact preparations

significantly changed their total breathing time across the training sessions and memory test (p

>0.05) (Fig. 8a,b). Thus, the yoked and naive preparations showed no decline in aerial

respiratory behaviour over the training sessions and memory test.

It was also possible that the conditioned semi-intact preparations experienced a greater

amount of 'hypoxic stress' than that of the naive and yoked control preparations. This is because

the conditioned preparations were not given the opportunity to perform aerial respiration during

the training sessions. However, despite preventing their aerial respiration, the conditioned

preparations could still perform cutaneous air-gas exchange.
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Figure 7. Operantly conditioned semi-intact preparations demonstrated learning and long-term

memory.

Conditioned preparations significantly reduced their pneumostome openings to show

learning and LTM 18 hrs later, while the behaviour of the yoked and naive control preparations

remained unchanged [interaction F (8,108) = 2.145, p<0.0257]. Conditioned preparations

showed a significant reduction in pneumostome openings when comparing session 1 to 4

(learning; t = 3.583, p<0.01) and session 1 to the memory test (LTM; t = 3.539, p<0.01). In

addition, there was also a significant reduction in pneumostome openings in the conditioned

group between session 1 and 2 (r = 3.280, p<0.01). ^^ Conditioned (n = 10) i——
I Yoked (n =

10) Naive (n= 10). (**p<0.01)
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In the hypoxic control group (n = 10) there was no significant change in the number of

pneumostome openings {t = 1.270, p>0.05; Paired r-test) (Fig. 9a) and total breathing time from

the pre to the post-observation period (/ = 0.6674, p>0.05; Paired /-test) (Fig. 9b). Therefore, the

reduction in pneumostome openings displayed by conditioned preparations over the four training

sessions and memory test (Fig. 7) was not the result of being exposed to hypoxic stress.

Semi-Intact Preparations Given Only Two Training Sessions Demonstrated Learning, but

not Long-Term Memory

In the above experiments it was also found that a significant reduction in the number of

pneumostome openings in the conditioned semi-intact preparations occurred from session 1 to

session 2 (f = 3.481, p<0.01) suggesting that learning occurred (Fig. 7). This result prompted us

to determine whether two training sessions were sufficient to produce learning and LTM. To

address this question, a separate group of conditioned and yoked preparations was given only

two training sessions (separated by 1 hr), followed by the memory test 18 hrs later. Only the

conditioned group (n = 10), showed a significant reduction in the number of pneumostome

openings between sessions 1 and 2 (/ = 2.7 11 , p<0.05) to indicate learning had occurred (Fig.

10). However, there was no evidence of LTM 18 hrs later (t = 0.1196, p>0.05) (Fig. 10). The

yoked control group did not show a significant decline in either pneumostome openings (Fig. 10)

or total breathing time (One-way Repeated Measures ANOVA, [F (2,18) = 2.975, p >0.05])

(Fig. 11) across the two training sessions and memory test. From this, I concluded that two

training sessions were sufficient for learning to occur, but not for LTM 18 hrs later.
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Figure 9. Exposure to hypoxic stress did not alter the respiratory behaviour of naive semi-intact

preparations.

The respiratory behaviour of naive preparations was monitored for 20 minutes before

(Pre) exposure to five 20-minute hypoxic stress sessions. The naive preparations aerial

respiratory behaviour was re-assessed the following day, 18hrs after (post) the fifth (i.e. the last)

20-minute hypoxic stress session. A Paired /-test indicated that no significant reduction in

pneumostome openings had occurred (A; / = 1 .270, p>0.05) and there was no significant increase

in total breathing time (B; t = 0.6674, p>0.05).
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Figure 10. Operantly conditioned semi-intact preparations given only two training sessions

demonstrated learning, but not long-term memory.

The conditioned preparations significantly reduced their pneumostome openings to

indicate learning, but not LTM 18 hrs later [interaction F (2,54) = 3.087, p<0.0063]. A

significant reduction in pneumostome openings occurred between session 1 and 2 (t = 2.711,

p<0.05) indicating learning, but not between session 1 and the 18 hr memory test (t = 0.1196,

p>0.05). Conditioned (n = 10) ^=1 Yoked (n = 10) (* p< 0.05)
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Figure 11. Yoked semi-intact preparations did not show learning or long-term memory after

two sessions.

One-way repeated measures ANOVA indicated that the yoked preparations did not

significantly alter their total breathing time across the two training sessions and memory test 1

8

hrs later [F (2,18) = 2.975, p>0.05].
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Summary of Behavioural Data

These behavioural data indicated that a molluscan semi-intact preparation could be fully

viable for up to 30 hrs. In addition, this long-lasting semi-intact preparation could be operantly

conditioned in the dish to demonstrate learning and LTM that persists for up to 18 hrs. To

successfully produce learning and LTM in conditioned semi-intact preparations, four 20-minute

training sessions (1 hr apart) followed by a LTM test 18 hrs later (i.e. after the last training

session) were applied. It was subsequently shown that two 20-minute training sessions alone

were sufficient to produce learning in conditioned semi-intact preparations, but this was not

sufficient to produce LTM in these conditioned preparations. For a brief summary of these

results see Table 1 at end of results section.

Electrophysiological Recordings from RPeDl

The behavioural experiments have so far demonstrated that the aerial respiratory

behaviour of Lymnaea is capable of being operantly conditioned in the dish to demonstrate both

learning and LTM. Thus, I have a unique system for monitoring and/or manipulating the neural

activity during learning and LTM consolidation of a defined behaviour. Therefore, the final

objective of this study was to monitor and/or manipulate the impulse activity of the respiratory

neuron, RPeDl during the learning and memory consolidation process. Previous research has

demonstrated that the impulse activity of RPeDl was reduced in isolated preparations dissected

from animals previously conditioned for LTM (Spencer et al., 1999). A similar result was shown

following the delivery of the aversive stimulus to the open pneumostome of semi-intact

preparations dissected from animals already conditioned for LTM (Spencer et al., 2002). Thus,

reduced activity levels in RPeDl appear to play some role in the memory trace of the

conditioned behaviour. However, until now, there has been no way to directly investigate the

effect of manipulating RPeDl 's impulse activity in animals while they undergo conditioning for

LTM. Since the delivery of the reinforcing stimulus has been shown to lead to an overall
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reduction in the spontaneous impulse activity of RPeDl in semi-intact preparations previously

conditioned for LTM (Spencer et al., 2002),I hypothesized that suppressing its activity between

training sessions may augment the learning and/or the formation of LTM .

Perturbing the Impulse Activity of RPeDl Augments the Formation of Long-Term

Memory

To determine if manipulating the impulse activity of RPeDl between training sessions

affects learning and/or LTM formation in conditioned preparations, the two-session training

paradigm was implemented. This paradigm was chosen because the data presented so far

demonstrated that it produced learning, but not LTM in conditioned preparations. As a result, if

manipulation of the impulse activity of RPeDl between training sessions was to affect learning

and/or LTM, it would be more readily apparent than using the four session training paradigm.

Immediately following the completion of training session 1, RPeDl impulse activity was

prevented in preparations randomly assigned to either the conditioned, yoked, or naive test

groups. All test groups were given only two 20-minute training sessions followed by a LTM test

18 hrs later (Fig. 12a). The impulse activity of RPeDl was prevented for up to 20 minutes in

each respective test group (Fig. 12b). The second or final training session commenced 40

minutes following manipulation of the neural activity. The resting membrane potential of RPeDl

(prior to being hyperpolarized) in all preparations was compared to ensure that the protease

treatment or de-sheathing process did not alter it. I found no significant difference between the

resting membrane potentials of the conditioned (-60.2 ± 1.3 mV), yoked (-59.7 ± 0.5

mV) and naive (-57.7 ±1.1 mV) preparations that received the hyperpolarizing current injection

(One-way ANOVA, [F (2,33) = 1.638, p > 0.05]).

Conditioned preparations (n = 12) given only two training sessions coupled with

preventing impulse activity in RPeDl, significantly reduced their number of pneumostome

openings between sessions 1 and 2 (/ = 4.014, p<0.001) (Fig. 12c) to indicate learning. In
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addition, these conditioned preparations showed a significant reduction in the number of

openings between session 1 and the memory test (/ = 4.176, p<0.001) (Fig. 12c). Therefore, the

conditioned preparations that had RPeDl impulse activity prevented between the two training

sessions not only demonstrated learning, but now also showed LTM 18 hrs later. Naive

preparations in which RPeDl impulse activity was prevented, also showed a significant

reduction in pneumostome openings {t = 3.733, p<0.01) (Fig. 12c) and in total breathing time (r

= 2.997, p<0.05) from session 1 to session 2 (Fig. 13). However, this effect appeared to be

transient and did not produce LTM, as no significant reduction in respiratory behaviour occurred

between session 1 and the memory test {t = 0.6616, p> 0.05) (Fig 12c). Meanwhile, the

hyperpolarizing current injection did not significantly alter the number of pneumotome openings

(Fig. 12c) or the total breathing time (Fig. 13) of the yoked control preparations (p > 0.05; n =

12). These data demonstrated that two training sessions could produce LTM, if RPeDl activity

is prevented between the two sessions.

Sham Controls

Sham controls were devised to demonstrate that merely impaling the soma of RPeDl

immediately following session 1 (to record impulse activity only), did not adversely affect the

respiratory behaviour of the preparation. These sham controls consisted of both naive and

operantly conditioned preparations, which were not given the hyperpolarizing current injection.

The soma of RPeDl was impaled with a microelectrode, and impulse activity was recorded for

up to 20 minutes immediately after session 1. The resting membrane potential of RPeDl in all

sham preparations was compared to ensure that the protease treatment or de-sheathing process

did not alter it. There was no significant difference between the resting membrane potential of

the conditioned sham controls (-58.9 ±1.1 mV) and the naive sham controls (-59.3 ± 0.6 mV)

(Unpaired f-test, t = 0.3196, p > 0.05).
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Figure 12. Preventing RPeDl impulse activity in operantly conditioned preparations augmented

the formation of long-term memory

A. RPeDl was hyperpolarized to prevent impulse activity for up to 20 minutes in

conditioned, yoked, and naive control preparations immediately following the completion of

session 1. B. Sample recording in which RPeDl impulse activity was prevented after the

completion of training session 1 ( denotes point of current injection in B and C). C.

Conditioned preparations significantly reduced their pneumostome openings to indicate learning

and LTM [interaction F (4,66) = 3.538, p<0.0112]. The conditioned preparations showed a

significant reduction in pneumostome openings between sessions 1 and 2 (learning; t = 4.014,

p<0.001) and sessions 1 and the memory test 18 hrs later (LTM; t = 4.176, p<0.001). Naive

preparations also significantly reduced their pneumostome openings in session 2 (t = 3.733,

p<0.01), but not in the memory test (t = 0.6616, p>0.05).^ Conditioned (n = 12)^ Yoked

(n= 12) CZD Naive (n= 12) (**p<0.01; ***p<0.001)
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Figure 13. Naive preparations demonstrated a transient reduction in total breathing time.

RPeDl impulse activity was prevented between training sessions in yoked and naive

preparations for up to 20 minutes immediately following session 1 ( denotes point of current

injection). There was no significant difference between the total breathing time of yoked and

naive preparations (p > 0.05). However, post-hoc analysis revealed that the naive preparations

significantly reduced their total breathing time from session 1 to 2 (t= 2.997, p<0.05), but not

between session 1 and the memory test 18 hrs later (t = 1.408, p>0.05). The yoked preparations

did not significantly reduce their total breathing time between session 1 and memory test (t=

1.918, p>0.05).
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As might be expected from previous experiments, the operantly conditioned sham

controls (n = 10) showed a significant reduction in openings between sessions 1 and 2 to indicate

learning (r = 2.818, p<0.05). However, they did not demonstrate LTM consolidation (Fig. 14).

Naive sham controls (n = 10) showed no significant reduction (p > 0.05) in pneumostome

openings (Fig. 14) or total breathing time (Fig. 15) either across the two training sessions or in

the memory test. These data confirm that merely impaling RPeDl with a microelectrode did not

augment the formation of LTM.

Preventing LPeDl Impulse Activity did not Augment Long-Term Memory Formation

As an additional control, I wanted to ascertain whether preventing the impulse activity of

an identified neuron not part of the respiratory CFG (Syed et al., 1990), would affect LTM in

conditioned preparations. An ideal target for this experiment was Left Pedal Dorsal 1 (LPeDl)

since it is of similar size and intraganglionic location to RPeDl, but lies in the left pedal ganglion

rather than in the right pedal ganglion (Fig. 3). Although LPeDl does not form a synaptic

connection with RPeDl, there is evidence to suggest that the activity of these two cells is

involved in co-ordinating the left and right columellar muscles of the snail's pneumostome

during respiration (Tsyganov, 2001).

In conditioned preparations the resting membrane potential of LPeDl (prior to preventing

its impulse activity) was -58.5 ±1.1 mV (n = 10). This value was not significantly different

from the resting membrane potential of RPeDl in conditioned preparations prior to being

hyperpolarized (Unpaired Mest, t = 0.941 1, p > 0.05). Conditioned preparations in which LPeDl

impulse activity was prevented between sessions 1 and 2, demonstrated learning (t = 2.301,

p<0.05), but not LTM (Fig. 16). These data indicate that preventing impulse activity in a neuron

not involved in the respiratory CPG, did not affect LTM consolidation.
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Figure 14. Operantly conditioned sham controls demonstrated learning, but not long-term

memory.

RPeDl impulse activity was monitored for up to 20 minutes following the completion of

training session 1 ( denotes point of electrode insertion). Only the conditioned preparations

significantly reduced their number of pneumostome openings to indicate learning, but not LTM

[interaction F (2,36) = 6.8158, p<0.0013]. The conditioned preparations demonstrated learning

by the significant reduction in openings from session 1 to 2 (r = 2.818, p<0.05), but no LTM was

formed (r = 0.8309, p>0.05). I Conditioned (n = 10) Naive (n = 10) (*p<0.05).
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Figure 15. NaiVe-sham preparations showed no change in total breathing time.

NaTve-sham preparations had RPeDl impulse activity monitored for up to 20 minutes

following the completion of session 1 ( denotes point of electrode insertion). A One-way RM

ANOVA revealed no significant change in total breathing time occurred across the training

sessions and memory test [F (2,18) - 0.1339, p>0.05].
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Figure 16. Preventing LPeDl impulse activity in operantly conditioned preparations did not

augment the fonnation of long-term memory.

In conditioned preparations (n = 10) LPeDl was hyperpolarized for up to 20 minutes (A

denotes point of current injection) after the first training session. A one-way repeated measure

ANOVA did not indicate any significant differences across the training sessions and memory test

[F (2,18) = 3.531, p = 0.0509]. However, post-hoc analysis revealed learning had occurred (/
=

2.301, p<0.05), but not LTM (/ = 0.00001, p>0.05). (*p<0.05)
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Increasing RPeDl Impulse Activity did not Augment Long-Term Memory Formation

Having shown that preventing RPeDl impulse activity between training sessions

augmented the formation of LTM in conditioned preparations, I then decided to investigate the

behavioural outcome of enhancing its impulse activity. In these sets of experiments RPeDl was

depolarized with 0.4 nA of current to increase impulse activity for up to 20 minutes immediately

following the completion of the first training session (Fig. 17a,b). 0.4nA of depolarizing current

was injected based on the observation that this was the minimum amount of hyperpolarizing

current needed to prevent RPeDl impulse activity in the previous experiments. Depolarizing

RPeDl in conditioned preparations significantly increased the frequency of its impulse activity

compared to that of conditioned sham and naive sham controls [interaction F (2,72) = 2.208, p =

0.0474] (Fig. 17c). However, it was also observed that RPeDl 's impulse activity significantly

declined when comparing the first minute to the last minute of recording, in the conditioned

depolarized (t = 3.618, p < 0.01), naive sham (t = 2.317, p < 0.05) and naive depolarized

preparations (t = 4.096, p < 0.001), but not in the conditioned sham preparations (p > 0.05) (Fig.

17c). Despite this decline however, the frequency of RPeDl in conditioned depolarized

preparafions was still significantly higher than the condifioned sham {t = 2.142, p <0.05) and

naive sham (t = 2.765, p < 0.01) preparafions in the last minute (Fig. 17c). Therefore,

depolarization of RPeDl in conditioned preparations with 0.4 nA of positive current was

sufficient to significantly increase the frequency of impulse activity for the durafion of each trial.

The condifioned preparafions (n = 10) in which RPeDl was depolarized, significanfiy

reduced their number of pneumostome openings from session 1 to 2, indicating that learning had

occurred (t = 2.477, p < 0.05). However, these condifioned preparations did not demonstrate

LTM 18 hrs later (t = 1.012, p > 0.05) (Fig. 18). Naive preparafions (n = 10) in which RPeDl

was depolarized did not significantly change (p > 0.05) their number of pneumostome openings

(Fig. 18) or total breathing time (Fig. 19) across the two training sessions and memory test 18 hrs

later.
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Summary of Manipulating RPeDl Impulse Activity Between Training Sessions

Previously, the behavioural data showed that two 20-minute training sessions alone were

sufficient for learning, but not for LTM formation. In this section it was demonstrated that when

the impulse activity of the respiratory CFG neuron RPeDl was prevented in conditioned semi-

intact preparations, two training sessions produced both learning and LTM in the dish. Neither

sham controls, hyperpolarization of LPeDl, nor depolarization of RPeDl augmented LTM 18

hrs later. For a brief summary of these results see Table 1

.

Table 1. Summarv of data obtained from intact snails and semi-intact (SI) preparations

subjected to various training paradigms of operant conditioning. (Y = Yes: N = No)

Operantly Conditioned Training Paradigm Learning Long-Term Memory

Intact snail





Figure 17. Depolarizing RPeDl increased the frequency of its impulse activity in conditioned

preparations.

A. RPeDl was depolarized for up to 20 minutes following the completion of training

session 1 in conditioned and naive preparations. B. Sample recording of RPeDl impulse activity

during depolarization in a conditioned preparation (A denotes point of current injection). C. In

all four-treatment groups (i.e. the conditioned depolarized (cond. depol.), conditioned sham

(cond. sham), naive depolarized (naive depol.) and naive sham) the frequency (Hz) of RPeDl

impulse activity was assessed at the first, tenth and last minute of each trial. Depolarizing RPeDl

between training sessions 1 and 2, significantly increased its impulse activity in operantly

conditioned preparations [interaction F (2,72) = 2.208, p = 0.474]. The frequency of RPeDl

impulse activity significantly declined when comparing the first minute to the last minute within

the conditioned depolarized group (r = 3.618, p < 0.01). However, the frequency of RPeDl

impulse activity in the last minute of the conditioned depolarized group was still significantly

higher than that observed in the conditioned sham (t = 2.142, p <0.05) and naive sham treatment

groups (/ = 2.765, p < 0.01). (n = 10 in all treatment groups) (**p <0.01; *p <0.05)
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Figure 18. Increasing RPeDl impulse activity did not augment long-term memory formation in

operantly conditioned preparations.

In conditioned and naive preparations RPeDl was depolarized for up to 20minutes after

the first training session (A denotes point of current injection). Conditioned preparations

significantly decreased their number of pneumostome openings across the training sessions and

memory test 18 hrs later [F (2, 18) = 4.503, p = 0.0180]. The conditioned preparations

significantly reduced their pneumostome openings between sessions 1 and 2 (learning; / = 2.477,

p < 0.05), but not between session 1 and the memory test 18 hrs later (LTM; /= 1.012, p > 0.05).

Conditioned (n = 10) HI^ Naive (n = 10) (* p< 0.05)
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Discussion

Recent advances in the understanding of neural correlates of operant conditioning have

employed in vivo manipulations of the molluscan CNS (Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Brembs et al.,

2002;Sangha et al., 2003c;2003e). For example, the soma of RPeDl has been successfully

removed from intact snails at different time points during operant conditioning (Scheibenstock et

al., 2002;2003c;Sangha et al., 2003e) to determine its necessity in LTM consolidation. Brembs et

al. (2002) used an in vivo approach to understanding the neural correlates of operant conditioning

to demonstrate that the contingent stimulation of the oesophageal nerve root in freely moving

Aplysia is sufficient to train the appetitive behaviour for LTM. Elucidating changes in impulse

activity in identified neurons has only been characterized in the nervous system of animals that

have been previously conditioned for LTM (Alkon, 1980;Spencer et al., 1999;Spencer et al.,

2002;Brembs et al., 2002;Jones et al., 2003). The question therefore remains, "How does one

directly investigate the neural correlates of associative learning in identified neurons during the

formation of LTM?" To address this question I investigated the neural correlates of LTM in a

novel molluscan semi-intact preparation that is fully viable for up to 30 hrs.

It is well known that semi-intact preparations are capable of associative learning to

produce short to intermediate forms of memory (Horridge, 1962;Woollacott and Hoyle,

1977;Lukowiak and Colebrook, 1988b;Cook and Carew, 1989;Kemenes et al., 1997;Tsitolovsky

and Shvedov, 1997;Staras et al., 1999;Antonov et al., 2001). This thesis reports for the first time,

the operant conditioning of a long-lasting molluscan semi-intact preparation that demonstrates

learning and LTM in the dish. With this robust preparation, one can record the impulse activity

of an identified respiratory neuron RPeDl, during the learning process. These experiments show

that perturbation of RPeDl impulse activity between training sessions, directly affects LTM

consolidation.
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The training paradigm implemented to successfully condition this robust semi-intact

preparation for LTM consolidation was also effective for training intact snails, replicating earlier

work by Lukowiak et al. (2000). The present study reveals that conditioned semi-intact

preparations given only two 20-minute training sessions (i.e. instead of four) showed learning,

but not LTM. Previously, intact snails have been shown to require only 45 minutes in total

training time to demonstrate LTM 18 hrs later (Lukowiak et al., 2000;Smyth et al., 2002).

However, training in these studies was done over three sessions (not two) separated by 1 hr

intervals. The importance of the number of consolidation periods between training sessions is

thus evident from these previous studies (Lukowiak et al., 1998;2000). Therefore it is no surprise

that with the semi-intact preparation presented here, two training sessions (separated by only one

time interval) were not sufficient to produce LTM.

Two training sessions however did produce learning in the semi-intact preparation, but

were not sufficient to produce learning in the intact animals. A possible reason for this difference

could be the fact that the conditioned semi-intact preparations received the aversive reinforcing

stimulus more times (i.e. approximately double the number of times delivered to the conditioned

intact snails) in the first training session. An alternative explanation may be that the application

of the stimulus to the open pneumostome was more precise in the restrained semi-intact

preparations (compared to the freely moving animals), allowing a more effective association to

be made. Two training sessions were only sufficient to produce LTM in conditioned semi-intact

preparations when impulse activity in RPeDl was prevented. However, preventing the impulse

activity of LPeDl (i.e. a non-respiratory CPG neuron) or depolarizing RPeDl in conditioned

preparations receiving only two training sessions, did not augment the formation of LTM

consolidation.

It was clear from the experiments using naive controls that hyperpolarization of RPeDl

caused short-term effects on behaviour. That is, naive preparations in which RPeDl was

hyperpolarized showed a transient reduction in openings from session 1 to session 2, whereas
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naive sham controls showed no such change. It is currently unclear why the yoked controls with

RPeDl hyperpolarization did not show this transient reduction in behaviour between the two

sessions. I can only speculate that the non-contingent presentation of the stimulus somehow

interfered with the transient effects on behaviour arising from RPeDl hyperpolarization.

Regardless, long-term effects on behaviour were only observed in conditioned preparations that

received contingent stimulation as well as RPeDl hyperpolarization.

Preventing the impulse activity of an identified neuron during training sessions has been

an effective method for investigating its role in non-associative (Wright and Carew, 1995) and

associative (Glanzman, 1994) forms of learning. There are two important differences in between

the present study and earlier studies. First, RPeDl was hyperpolarized between training sessions,

instead of during the sessions. Second, the prevention of RPeDl impulse activity augmented

LTM formation, as opposed to disrupting it. At present, it is not known exactly how the

prevention of RPeDl impulse activity during the 1-hour interval between training sessions

augmented LTM formation in these conditioned preparations. The importance of this 1 hour time

interval between training sessions has been well established in Lymnaea (Lukowiak et al., 2000)

but no previous studies have investigated the neuronal activity of either RPeDl or the pattern

generating circuit during this time.

In classical conditioning studies of feeding in Lymnaea, the activity state of a single

neuron can directly affect the memory trace (Jones et al., 2003). Specifically Jones et al. (2003)

showed that a persistent depolarization of the membrane potential of an identified neuron

produced long-lasting associative memory, and they concluded that the activity state of a single

neuron could affect memory consolidation. Likewise, the present study showed that the activity

state of RPeDl also affected LTM, but in this instance, it was hyperpolarization (and not

depolarization) that augmented associative memory. This finding is consistent with previous

studies in Lymnaea that showed reduced spontaneous activity of RPeDl following conditioning

of aerial respiration (Spencer et al., 1999;Spencer et al., 2002). However, this reduction was
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previously observed only following the formation of LTM. No direct relationship between a

reduction in RPeDl's impulse activity and memory consolidation during the training paradigm

had been demonstrated until now. Long-term memory formation in Lymnaea has also been

shown to be directly dependent on gene activity in RPeDl's soma during memory consolidation

(Scheibenstock et al., 2002;Sangha et al., 2003e). Given the findings from this study (and other

recent work) it would seem feasible that preventing the impulse activity of RPeDl between

training sessions may in some way affect gene activation necessary for LTM consolidation.

An obvious potential of the long-lasting semi-intact preparation described here is that it

allowed direct manipulation of an identified CPG neuron, RPeDl, during the operant

conditioning procedure for LTM. This alleviated some of the issues that hinder the ability to

relate specific neural changes with specific behavioural changes seen in the intact animal. An

added advantage of the semi-intact preparation over intact animals is the direct accessibly of the

pneumostome area for delivery of the aversive tactile stimulus. During training of intact animals

it can often be difficult to directly stimulate the pneumostome of conditioned snails and yoked

controls. In the conditioned group, the snails learn over time to position their shells to protect

their open pneumostome from the aversive tactile stimulus (Lukowiak et al., 1996). In the case of

the yoked controls, difficulty arises in presentation of the non-contingent stimulus to the

pneumostome area when the animal is not at the water's surface. However, in the present semi-

intact preparations, the conditioned and yoked controls always received the aversive re-

enforcement directly to the pneuomostome area (though the exact location of its delivery may

have varied slightly between yoked and conditioned preparations). The ability to consistently

stimulate the pneumostome area in the yoked preparations may explain why the total breathing

time over the four sessions and memory test was less than that of the naive preparations. That is,

the behaviour of the yoked controls may have been affected slightly by presentation of the

aversive stimulus, even though no contingent relationship between openings and stimulation was

formed.
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One important consideration in the use of the long-lasting semi-intact preparation was

whether the reduced behavioural activity was actually a result of the conditioning paradigm, or

general run-down of the preparation. Lymnaea performs air-gas exchange either cutaneously or

aerially via its pneumostome (Jones, 1961). Exposure to hypoxic aquatic conditions increases

Lymnaea's aerial respiratory behaviour at the air-water interface (Syed et al., 1991;Lukowiak et

al., 1996;Taylor et al., 2003). In the present study, aerial respiration was prevented in the

conditioned group (intact and semi-intact preparations) whereas their respective controls were

allowed to freely perform aerial respiration. Preventing aerial respiration in the conditioned

group probably caused them to be subjected to a higher level of hypoxic stress than the controls.

As a result, the conditioned preparations made more attempts to perform aerial respiration in the

first training session.

It has been well documented that neither chronic exposure to hypoxia, nor preventing the

animal from accessing the air-water interface for an extended period of time (i.e. by a physical

barrier), adversely affects the ability of intact snails to perform aerial respiration (Lukowiak et

al., 1996;Sangha et al., 2003a). However, it was still a concern that the long lasting conditioned

semi-intact preparation showed a reduction in behaviour because of a diminished state of health

coinciding with exposure to hypoxia and an absence of aerial respiration. To address this

concern, I monitored the number of pneumostome openings and total breathing time of naive

hypoxic control preparations before and 18 hrs after being exposed to hypoxia and prevented

from performing the behaviour. No reduction in respiratory behaviour occurred in these naive

hypoxic control preparations. These results provide further evidence to suggest that conditioned

preparations show reduced pneumostome openings due to conditioning for LTM, not because of

a diminished state of health coinciding with exposure to hypoxia.
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Summary and Conclusions

Manipulating and/or monitoring the impulse activity of a single identified neuron in

isolated brain preparations has proved to be a tremendously useful method for determining the

neural correlates of operant conditioning (Nargeot et al., 1999a;Nargeot et al., 1999b;Nargeot et

al., 1999c) and classical conditioning (Lechner et al., 2000). However, the limitation of

identifying neural analogs of associative learning in the isolated CNS is the inability to directly

relate the findings to the whole animal (Lechner et al., 2000). Here I report for the first time, the

development of a semi-intact preparation that allows direct monitoring and/or manipulation of

single neuron activity during behavioural changes associated with operant conditioning. In

particular, I demonstrated that preventing impulse activity in an identified CPG neuron

augmented LTM consolidation. Future experiments will provide further insight into the specific

changes in RPeDl's impulse acUvity before, during and after the conditioning paradigm, as well

as the mechanisms by which its activity affects LTM.
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